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Abstract
Object tracking is an active research area nowadays due to its importance
in human computer interface, teleconferencing and video surveillance. How-
ever, reliable tracking of objects in the presence of occlusions, pose and
illumination changes is still a challenging topic. In this paper, we introduce
a novel tracking approach that fuses two cues namely colour and spatio-
temporal motion energy within a particle filter based framework. We con-
duct a measure of coherent motion over two image frames, which reveals the
spatio-temporal dynamics of the target. At the same time, the importance
of both colour and motion energy cues is determined in the stage of relia-
bility evaluation. This determination helps maintain the performance of the
tracking system against abrupt appearance changes. Experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the other state of the
art techniques in the used test datasets.
Keywords: Computer vision, object tracking, occlusion, colour, motion
energy.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of proposed spatio-temporal based particle filter tracking system.
1. Introduction
Object tracking can be defined as a process of establishing temporal co-
herent correlations between image features over consecutive frames accord-
ing to their shape, appearance and distance information [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
Applications of object tracking have been commonly found in video surveil-
lance [7], sports analysis [8], human motion analysis [9] and human-computer
interface [10],[11],[12]. In particular, research studies on video surveillance
applications mainly address challenging issues such as low quality images,
illumination variations and cluttered backgrounds [13],[14],[15],[16]. Inter-
esting scenarios reported in these studies consist of traffic monitoring, gate
access, crowd control and transportation security [17, 18].
A working tracking system normally contains two key modules: predic-
tion and correction. In the prediction module, a new state is obtained using
the estimates made when people analyse the previous image frame, and a
hypothesis is generated using a dynamic model. The correction module in-
troduces an improved measurement, obtained at the current image frame,
which refines the prediction. This new measurement is used in the next step
as a new prediction. The system then assigns trust (or confidence) values
to the prediction and the observation, respectively. The final estimation (or
track) will be a compromise between the two locations which may or may
not be close to the correct location. Nevertheless, it is hard to determine
which resource is more trustable than the others in a challenging circum-
stance. This is mainly due to the appearance change of the subject to be
tracked, or distraction because of the background clutters.
To deal with this problem, a tracking system needs reliable observa-
tions that are invariant to rotations, partial occlusions and pose changes.
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For example, local features or salient points, e.g. colours, textures, shapes
or gradients, are commonly used in classical tracking systems for reducing
ambiguity. To handle complicated situations such as crowds, people have
applied corner/edge detection and optical flow calculation onto the corre-
sponding stage in order to improve the discriminative capability. Further-
more, multiple visual cues or features have been fused so as to maintain
the consistency of the observations. For example, colour cues have been
integrated with shape information for human tracking in real applications.
However, empirical evidence shows that this integration scheme can fail
to work in the case where subjects get dresses in similar colours, and back-
ground clutters may cause excessive uncertainty and ambiguity in shape
discrimination. To handle this problem, Adam et al. [19] proposed to use
patches to describe an object, and then compared their histograms over the
image frames. Babenko et al. [12] introduced an adaptive appearance model
that embedded a discriminate classifier in an on-line manner to separate the
object from the background. A low dimensional eigenbasis representation
has been learnt, based on incremental principal component analysis algo-
rithms [11]. In spite of promising outcomes in tracking accuracy, local fea-
ture based tracking systems have witnessed increasing challenges in practice
(e.g. [20]). First of all, local feature based tracking systems require a selec-
tion of specific features extracted from the images. This subjective selection
mechanism is operator dependent and may not effectively work in different
environments. Secondly, it is a big challenge for one to estimate the centroid
or velocity of a moving subject in the presence of occlusions.
In this paper, we introduce an adaptive feature fusion based tracking
system to handle the problem of pose/illumination changes and occlusions.
This scheme, despite being in its early stage of development, can be applied
to event recognition and retrieval in the future incorporating the approaches
such as [21]. Combining with the probabilistic data association algorithm
e.g. [22], the proposed strategy can also be extended to the case of multiple
person tracking. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed system. We here
propose to use an appropriate image representation, which refers to an effec-
tive fusion of local features (i.e. colour histograms) and the spatio-temporal
motion energy [23]. The spatio-temporal representation can be used to cap-
ture the spatial appearance and dynamics of visual spacetime with certain
immunity to appearance changes or clutters (this is different from the case
reported in [24] that used colour and orientation cues). More importantly,
when one of the fused features experiences fails, the other feature can be
used to keep the systematic consistency and hence shows resilience to the
complicated situations.
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Compared to similar work such as [20],[25],[26], which take advantage of
oriented energy features, multi-label and similar strategies, our major con-
tributions are three-fold: (1) An adaptive fusion of the likelihoods associated
with different features is presented in this paper. To be precise, motion en-
ergy cues are combined with colour histogram information within a particle
filter based framework. It employs a reliability measure to determine the
importance of colour and motion energy cues in the state estimation and
updating, based on the historic colour or motion estimations. (2) The char-
acteristics of the proposed scheme is investigated in terms of effectiveness
and computational complexity. (3) A comprehensive evaluation of the pro-
posed approach is performed against the other state of the art techniques.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related work.
Section 3 presents the proposed Spatio-tempOral Motion Energy Particle
Filter (SomePF) tracking algorithm. This is followed by the description of
the experimental work in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future work
are drawn in Section 5.
2. Related work
Prominent tracking systems developed to date include the Kalman filter
[27] and the Condensation algorithm (also namely particle filter) [28]. Other
existing techniques include mean shift [29], optical flow [30],[31], multiple
hypothesis tracking [32],[33], Bayesian networks [34] and hidden Markov
models [35].
Kalman filter has a long history to be intensively used in the community
[27]. It is a state estimate method, based on linear dynamical systems that
are perturbed by Gaussian noise. In most cases, a uni-model probability
distribution is used in the state estimate. To release the linear assumption, a
non-linear version, called extended Kalman filter (EKF), has been commonly
used in object tracking [36]. However, the EKF also experiences some major
issues in practice, one of which is that without the assumption of “static
noise”, the estimated covariance matrix becomes unstable and hence causes
the estimations drift away. Similar work like the iterated extended KF and
unscented KF has also been reported in the community.
Particle filter is a conditional density propagation method that can be
used to deal with non-Gaussian distributions and multi-modality cases [28].
This method allows a posterior distribution, estimated in the previous im-
age frame, to be sampled with a set of particles. These particles are then
propagated iteratively to successive frames using continuously updated ob-
servations and a prediction model. Particle filters have been popularly used
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to handle various tracking problems, e.g. [37],[38],[39]. However, the per-
formance of particle filters can degrade as the dimensionality of the state
space increases, and the support of the likelihood decreases (e.g. less sample
numbers). One of the effective solutions is to combine a variational approxi-
mation with efficient importance sampling to achieve tracking recursion [39].
Mean shift is a technique of locating the maxima of a density function
using the samples from that function [40]. This involves an iterative pro-
cedure, which starts with an initial guess and stops when the difference
between two consecutive estimates is smaller than a pre-defined threshold.
A kernel function is used to determine the weight of neighbouring points
for re-estimation of the mean value. Mean shift has been used with colour
histograms to find the peak of a confidence map for locating an object’s posi-
tion [29]. Yilmaz [41] introduced an asymmetric kernel mean shift, in which
the scale and orientation of the kernel adaptively change depending on the
observations at each iteration. Freedman and Kisilev [42] presented a novel
fast mean shift procedure, based on random sampling of the Kernel den-
sity estimates. Yeh and Hsu [43] reported a feature selection algorithm used
within a mean shift scheme, which adopted the AdaBoost algorithm to select
features that best compensate each other and determine their weights using
likelihood estimations. A comprehensive evaluation has been conducted in
[44], which shows that mean shift based trackers have better performance
than the variant CAMShift tracker.
Optical flow based tracking systems assume brightness constancy over
a short period. For example, the well-known Lucas-Kanade method con-
siders that the displacement of the image contents between two consecutive
frames is small and approximately constant within a neighborhood of an
image point under consideration [30]. Shi and Tomasi [31] investigated two
spatial gradient matrices that can be used to determine the quality of each
corner feature. After good features have been determined, the Lucas-Kanade
optical flow algorithm is then applied.
Stochastic tracking systems, to some degree, were overwhelmingly stud-
ied in the last decade. These systems usually model the similarity between
two observations as random variables and then learn their probability distri-
butions in a stochastically optimal manner. For example, Kwon and Lee [45]
proposed a tracking framework that tracked a target by searching for the
appropriate trackers in each frame. The system collected several samples of
both the states of the target and the trackers during the sampling process.
On the other hand, the Wang-Landau sampling methods was integrated
with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) based tracking framework.
This was achieved by applying the density-of-states term estimated by the
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Wang-Landau sampling method to the acceptance ratio of MCMC to alle-
viate the motion smoothness constraint [46]. Schaap et al. [47] introduced
a Bayesian tube tracking algorithm that incorporated a priori knowledge to
enhance the tracking performance of tube structures. Cui et al. [48] re-
ported a Monte Carlo tracker for tracking s single rolling leukocyte in vivo.
A specilised sample-weighting criterion was applied to the tracker, cased
on the leukocyte movement and intensity features. Cheng et al. [49] pre-
sented a vessel-tracking scheme that generated plenty of sampling paths to
describe the complicated topology of the vascular structures with calcium
depositions. A compiling and linking process was utilised to organise the
sampling paths together to form the vessel segments that may belong to the
same vessel tract.
In recent years, spatio-temporal representations gain increasing attention
in object detection/tracking applications. Particularly, the use of orienta-
tion selective filters helps enhance visual tracking performance because they
can capture the dynamic characteristics of motion patterns. Since these
orientation selective filters report the correct direction of the object’ mo-
tion, the tracker finds that it is straightforward to establish correspondences
across frames. This feature allows the motion energy based trackers to be
distinguished from the other state of the arts especially in the circumstance
of rotations. For example, [50] shows that motion energy was used to con-
sistently track objects in the crowd areas, whilst the feature based tracking
systems strived to deal with the standard correspondence problem.
Lam and Shi [51] successfully applied motion energy neurons for active
visual tracking of heading directions. In the meantime, it was reported that
motion energy can be used as an indicator of motion direction [52]. Chen et
al. [25] used spatio-temporal oriented energy for moving crowd detection.
Cannons and Wildes [53],[20] proposed oriented energy features with a ro-
bust regression measure scheme. The oriented energy used in the approach
encodes the local spatio-temporal structure at a specific orientation/scale
level. However, evidence also shows that every MS based tracker cannot
guarantee global optimality, and thereby falls into local maxima [54].
Xiang and Gong [55] presented a Dynamic Probabilistic Networks (DPNs)
based approach for modelling the temporal and causal correlations among
discrete events in order to achieve robust and holistic scene-level behaviour
interpretation. Cui et al. [56] reported a new strategy to perform hierar-
chical event recognition using a sequential Monte Carlo method. In [57], a
novel representation and recognition technique was presented for identifying
movements, based on temporal templates and their dynamic matching in
time.
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3. Proposed spatio-temporal tracking algorithm
3.1. Colour based particle filtering
As an attempt to handle the complexity of object tracking, our proposed
framework is intended to search for a global maxima that leads us to finding
the best matches across two image frames through spatio-temporal analysis.
Our proposed tracking system is based on a particle filter paradigm. Par-
ticle filtering was originally used to address the tracking problem in clutters
[28]. It is a technique for implementing a recursive Bayesian filter by Monte
Carlo simulations. The goal of particle filtering is to compute the posterior
density p(Xt|Zt), where the vector Xt denotes the state of the tracked ob-
ject, Zt is the observations (z1, ..., zt) up to time t. In this paper, both the
posterior density p(Xt|Zt) and the observation density p(zt|Xt) are presum-
ably non-Gaussian although this is not necessary.
In the particle filter domain, the posterior density is approximated by a
weighted particle set {(s(n)t , π(n)t )}Nn=1 at each time t. Each particle s(n)t is one
hypothetical state of the object, weighted by a discrete sampling probability
π
(n)
t = p(zt|Xt = s(n)t ), which is the probability of current observations
being generated by the hypothetical state. In the meantime,
∑N
n=1 π
(n)
t =
1. The particle filtering scheme accommodates multiple state hypotheses
simultaneously, and is capable of coping with short term occlusions, when
object states gradually change with certain instability.
As demonstrated in the literature, colour distributions can be used as
a target model, which preserves a partial identity in different environments
[58],[24]. In this paper, we follow the convention used in [58] to present
the colour based particle filter. Let the colour distributions be discretised
into m-bins. The histograms are represented as h(xi), where xi indicates
the corresponding bin of a location. Here, the histograms are computed in
the RGB space with 8×8×8 bins. HSV can also be used (not here though),
which is not sensitive to V components in the case of lighting changes. Let
an elliptic area be a track, which has half major/minor axes Hx and Hy.
To determine whether or not a pixel belongs to the background or get
occluded by something else, a weighting function k(r) is used to define the
ownership of the pixel [58]: when the distance r (a normalised value) from
the pixel to the region centre is larger than a pre-defined threshold, then the
weight is zero. Otherwise, k(r) = 1−r2. To calculate the colour distribution
pM = {p(α)M }α=1,...,m at location M, we have the probability of the colour
η falling in a candidate region: p
(α)
M = f0
∑m
i=1 k
(
‖M−xi‖
h
)
δ[h(xi) − η],
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where m is the number of pixels in the outlined region, δ is the Kro-
necker delta function, h =
√
H2x +H
2
y and the normalisation factor: f0 =
1/
∑m
i=1 k
(
‖M−xi‖
h
)
, which satisfies
∑m
α=1 p
(α)
M = 1.
In a particle filter, new observations are continuously acquired and the
state vector is dynamically updated. To evaluate the changes in the ob-
servations, we apply a similarity measure for two distributions p(α) and
q(α) (e.g. colour histograms) using the Bhattacharyya coefficient [59] that
is an absolute similarity measure and needs no bias correction: ρ[p, q] =∫ √
p(α)q(α)dα =
∑m
α=1
√
p(α)q(α). Therefore, the Bhattacharyya distance
between the two distributions can be defined as
d =
√
1− ρ[p, q], (1)
which suggests that as ρ becomes larger, the two distributions are more
similar.
When generating random samples from the prior distribution, we repre-
sent a sample as an ellipse with the following vectorised form: s = {x, y, x˙, y˙,Hx,Hy, h˙},
where (x,y) are the coordinates of the location of the ellipse, (x˙,y˙) the veloc-
ity and h˙ the scale change. To predict the location of a sample in successive
image frames, a first order dynamic model is used to describe the motion
(of constant velocity and scale change): st = Ast−1 +wt−1, where A is the
deterministic vector and wt−1 is a Gaussian random variable.
Colour distributions play a key role in the sampling stage for similarity
check. Normally, large weights are given to the region, which has a similar
colour distribution to that of the target model. Here, the target model refer
to the colour distribution. Hence,
π(n) ==
1√
2πσ
exp
(
−1− ρ[ps(n) , q]
2σ2
)
, (2)
where σ is a Gaussian variance and s(n) is a dynamic model at time n. This
ensures that the samples of higher weights be selected more often than those
of lower weights. Finally, the best state vector is determined using a Monte
Carlo approximation of the expectation E(Xt|Zt) over all the particles.
3.2. Spatio-temporal motion energy
Due to the smoothness constraint, object tracking can be made relatively
easy if the motion of the object to be tracked in successive frames is well
predicted and its dynamics can be properly modeled. The observation like-
lihood of the object can be formed using size, motion and appearance cues.
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Size and appearance descriptors can be dramatically affected in the presence
of view line and illumination changes [11]. As a result, corner/edge/blob and
shape features become unreliable during the tracking period.
Motion estimation has been studied as a fundamental problem for many
years and significant progress has been achieved [23],[51],[20]. An effective
framework for representing the spatial appearance and motion characteris-
tics is the use of motion energy (also namely oriented energy in [53],[20]).
Motion energy is indeed a 3-D component (x,y,t), in which x and y are
two spatial dimensions and t is the temporal dimension. The energy value
is produced as the filter response of orientation selective bandpass filters,
which can be applied to each single frame in a video sequence. It is worthy
to point out that an edge map is here used as a stimulus in order to generate
the filter response.
Motion energy has been demonstrated as a well-formed feature for visual
tracking applications due to its merits as follows [20]: (1) It is a comprehen-
sive descriptor that encompasses appearance and dynamics. A tracker based
on this descriptor has a potential to effectively work against the impact of
background clutters. (2) This feature appears to be robust to illumination
changes. (3) Motion energy is formed in the context of multi-scaling, result-
ing in a well defined structure with rich textures. (4) The representation
can be implemented using linear and pixel-wise non-linear operations and
the tracker can run in real-time.
Motion energy can be derived using properly tuned three-dimensional
((x,y,t)) Gaussian second derivative filters, G2(θ, γ), and the corresponding
Hilbert transforms, F2(θ, γ), where θ refers to the three-dimensional at which
filtering is being performed, and γ is the scale of a Gaussian pyramid [23].
The second derivative filters are chosen because of its easy implementation
so that the motion can be modeled as a local nonlinear process such as flicker
detection or extraction of unsigned contrasts. This is followed by a spatio-
temporal correlation of the signals [60]. Higher order derivative filters are
possibly used, and evidence suggests that the higher order derivative filters
can account for motion characteristics in specific cases, similar to the lower
order cases [61].
Motion energy is the filter response in the format of pixel-wise rectifica-
tion and summation as follows:
E(u; θ, γ) = [G2(θ, γ)∗I(u)]2 + [F2(θ, γ)∗I(u)]2, (3)
where u = (x, y, t) are the spatio-temporal image coordinates over time,
I is an image, and ∗ indicates the convolution operator. Eq. (3) uses a
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Figure 2: Illustrations of different features for out-of-plane rotation (col. 1: facing forward,
col. 2: left sideways, col. 3: right sideways). Row 1 - original images with tracking results
and the Canny edges (right-up corner); row 2 - 8× 8× 8 RGB histograms; row 3 - HOG
histograms; row 4 - bar chart plots of motion energy features corresponding to the tracks
(standard deviation = 0.2 deg, frequency of carrier = 1.1 cfd), where x-axis indicates
feature index and y-axis refers to feature values.
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modulation form so that energy can be extracted within a spatio-temporal
frequency band. The filtering response is sensitive to the direction of motion
but insensitive to the sign of the image contrast. This characteristic provides
phase invariance, with sign of contrast as an extreme example.
Fig. 2 illustrates the features extracted from the images of different mo-
tion patterns. These features consist of motion energy and two popularly
used features in the literature: color histograms and histograms of orien-
tation gradients (HOG). The out-of-plane rotation produces rapid changes
to the image representations. As a result, we observe that (1) the motion
energy scheme leads to much denser distributions and richer details than
the color and edge based trackers, and (2) the motion energy scheme pro-
vides the estimation of facial direction but the color and edge based trackers
cannot do so. In this example, the highest peaks on the 4th row of Fig. 2
correctly indicate the facial directions of the corresponding images on the
1st row (assuming that the middle point of the range along the x-axis refers
to the direction of facing forward). The capability of correctly reporting di-
rectional information enables the motion energy based system to have better
tracking performance than the other state of the art techniques (also see the
experimental work).
To allow different elements to have equal contributions, whilst reduc-
ing estimation errors, we perform a pixel-wise normalisation as a further
processing step:
Eˆ(u; θ, γ) =
E(u; θ, γ)∑
γ˜
∑
θ˜ E(u; θ˜, γ˜) + νσ¯n
, (4)
where ν is a constant (empirical values fall in the range of (1,10)) that can
be used to modulate the contribution of σ¯n, the average variance of the
entire image. To obtain a reasonable σ¯n, we use such a technique as: the
overall pixels of the input image are grouped using a K-means clustering
method [62], according to intensity levels. Each group is represented as a
linear slope and spatial extent. The gray levels within each group are of a
variance σˆi. σ¯n is the mean of σˆi.
Our approach, shown as Eq. (4), can be used to handle different image
noise (i.e. σ¯n). This is a better approach than the one introduced in [20],
which simply applied a constant τ to describe the influence of non-stationary
image noise. The tilde symbol in Eq. (4) is used here to denote different
scales and orientations, used in the filtering stage. Such a normalisation
helps regulating the changes in motion speeds and image contrasts, where
abrupt changes in one or both of the components will be constrained as a
result.
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3.3. Integrating spatio-temporal motion energy with colour cues
We now investigate the fusion of colour distributions and spatio-temporal
motion energy. To combine these two different items into a single form, one
feasible way is to facilitate an appropriate combination of two distributions
(or likelihoods). For this purpose, we first calculate the likelihood of each
cue using the distance from the model histograms defined in Eq. (1) as
follows:
pj(zt|Xt) ∝ exp
(
−d(fj(Xt), qj,t)
σ0
)
, (5)
where qj,t is the distribution of each cue used as a template for correspon-
dence. The histogram fj(Xt) (item index j = 1,2 indicating the contribu-
tions from colour and motion energy respectively) against the state Xt is
computed over the overall pixels of the observation vector zt. The intensity
histogram fEˆ(Xt) (or named f2(Xt)) of motion energy features Eˆ(u; θ, γ)
(outcome of Eq. (4) that is applied to the candidate area) is experimentally
formed with 216 bins, followed by a standard normalisation step. Note that
these bins are formed using 80 spatial samples and 100 temporal samples
in the filter that has a half-width of 2 degrees. The fast and slow temporal
filters have the widths of 6 and 9, respectively. Furthermore, the expo-
nential form as shown in Eq. (5) is adopted so that a smooth likelihood
can be formulated for the state estimation. The variance σ0 is determined
experimentally, and it can be influenced by either motion cues or colours.
Once the individual likelihoods have been obtained, the conditional prob-
ability is then produced using linear combinations of all the cues [63]:
p(zt|Xt) =
2∑
j=1
βj,tpj(zt|Xt), (6)
where βj,t is a mixture coefficient that is constrained by
{ ∑2
j=1 βj,t = 1,
βj,t ∝ βj,t−1p(Xt−1|zt−1). (7)
We also have a prior as p(X0) ≡ p(X0|z0). The summation used in Eq. (6)
makes the probability estimation less sensitive to inconsistent measurements
acquired in specific circumstances, e.g. one of the cues is suddenly unavail-
able [22]. This strategy is motivated by the fact that humans are capable
of perceiving scenes through additive collections of visual features weighted
by reliability measures [64].
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Using Bayes’ rule, we can decompose the posterior p(Xt−1|zt−1) to the
following form:
p(Xt−1|zt−1) = p(zt−1|Xt−1)p(Xt−1|zt−2)
p(zt−1|zt−2) , (8)
where the likelihood p(zt−1|Xt−1) can be estimated using the measurement
model described above. Meanwhile, the evidence is represented by
p(zt−1|zt−2) =
∫
p(zt−1|Xt−1)p(Xt−1|zt−2)dXt−1. (9)
This evidence defines the “prior predictive distribution” of zt−2, given the
systematic model. It can be set to a constant if the prior statistics have been
established, e.g. using the mean of the measurements within the investigated
region. It is worth pointing out that, if zt−1 and zt−2 are significantly
different, then the resulting posterior may lead the tracker to an incorrect
match. This possibility can be effectively reduced using the combination of
multiple cues, which can reach a compromise between two estimations and
therefore minimise “drifts”. This will be further justified in our experiments.
The prior is
p(Xt−1|zt−2) =
∫
p(Xt−1|Xt−2)p(Xt−2|zt−2)dXt−2. (10)
To simplify the computation, the prior can be approximated as
p(Xt−1|zt−2) ≈ 1
(2πσ2z)
Nz/2
exp
(
− 1
2σ2z
∫
(xz − µz)2dxz
)
. (11)
where xz is the target location at (t − 1), µz and σz are the mean and
variance of the distance between each sample and the weight centre of Nz
samples, respectively.
To discard the samples with low weights that cause numerical instability,
whilst avoiding degeneracy, we apply a resampling scheme (bootstrapping,
or Monte Carlo simulations). In the resampling stage, we use a resampling
function defined as follows:
φit =
2∑
j=1
λj,tpj(zt|Xit), (12)
where random samples i = 1,...,Ns, X
i
t indicate the state vectors due to i
samples, and the scaling factor
λj,t =
{
ϕj,t, if ϕj,t > T0,
T0, otherwise.
(13)
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In [24], ϕj,t refer to thresholds and T0 is the minimum number of the particles
resampled from each cue. In our approach, however, T0 is dynamically
determined according to the following function:
T0 = exp
(
− ς
2
2σ2T
)
, (14)
where ς = µc(1 − Φc) + (1 − µc)(1 − Φm) (µcis determined in a training
stage), and the variance σT is experimentally defined. Functions Φc and
Φm, accounting for similarity measures from color and motion energy fea-
tures respectively, are individually calculated using the Mahalanobis dis-
tance between each current sample area and the previous detection. Note
that Φc and Φm must be normalised so that ς is a positive real number. In
terms of colour features, a cumulative histogram is generated with 8× 8× 8
bins.
On the other hand, the weight {λj,t}2j=1 is also normalised so that φit
fall in the range of [0,1]. This normalisation process can help balance the
contributions of different cues in a circumstance such as one of them is
missing. If the number of the samples is large enough (> 200), the posterior
p(Xt|zt) ≈ 1Ns
∑2
j=1 δ(X)
j .
Algorithm 1 shows the resampling scheme in the proposed tracking al-
gorithm.
Algorithm 1 Resampling process used in the tracking system.
1: Initialisation
2: Random draw R ∼ U [0, 1)
3: for i = 1,...,Ns do
4: Calculate λj,t using Eqs. (13)-(14)
5: Apply Eq. (12)
6: Oi ← [φitNs/φNst −R] + 1
7: end for
3.4. Adaptive weighting of multiple cues
In Eq. (6), the weight βj,t is determined using the reliability measure-
ment of each cue (i.e. colour or motion energy distribution). Fig. 3 illus-
trates the adapted contributions of colour and motion energy histograms in
a face tracking scenario. Maggio et al. [24] proposed to define the impact
of each feature based on individual spatial uncertainty, stemming from the
study reported in [64]. The spatial uncertainty analysis is performed using
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Figure 3: Comparison between the candidate likelihood of colour and motion energy
histograms in a face tracking scenario. Row 1: original images. Row 2: Spatial distribution
of the colour likelihood. Row 3: Spatial distribution of the calculated motion energy. In
row 3, a reliability score is applied to adaptively assign a larger weight to the motion
energy than the colour because the former provides consistent measurements of the face
(standard deviation = 0.2 deg, frequency of carrier = 1.1 cfd).
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the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the particles Cj,t (we follow the
symbol convention of [24]) weighted by the likelihood that is computed for
each cue/feature j at time t. Given X → (u, v), the covariance matrix is
defined as:
C˜j,t =

∑Ns
i=1N (s
i,υi)(ui−uˆ)2
∑Ns
i=1N (s
i,υi)
∑Ns
i=1N (s
i,υi)(ui−uˆ)(vi−vˆ)
∑Ns
i=1N (s
i,υi)
∑Ns
i=1N (s
i,υi)(ui−uˆ)(vi−vˆ)
∑Ns
i=1N (s
i,υi)
∑Ns
i=1N (s
i,υi)(vi−vˆ)2
∑Ns
i=1N (s
i,υi)

 , (15)
where N (·, ·) is a normal distribution of the samples, s and υ are the mean
and standard deviation respectively.
The uncertainty is determined as: Uj,t =
D
√
det(C˜j,t), where D is the
dimensionality of the state space (5 is used here). The determinant det(·) is
used instead of the summation of the eigenvalues for the stability purpose.
Finally, the reliability score is defined as: ψj,t =
1
Uj,t
. Each feature (or cue)
has the importance proportional to its uncertainty measure.
In spite of its success in some tracking applications, this reliability anal-
ysis has to handle difficult problems such as consistency and computational
complexity. In the presence of clutters, for example, the dominant eigenval-
ues of the clutters are very close to those of the targets [65]. Consequently,
there is a need to distinguish between the eigenvalues of the clutters and
those of the correct target using effective post-processing techniques such as
sub-windowing in which thresholding can be applied in individual neighbor-
ing areas.
We now re-visit Eq. (15). It is quite often to observe that the covariance
matrix has relatively large values sitting on the diagonal elements, and the
off-diagonal elements have small values. In this case, the mean and devia-
tion differences are modulated by the “weights” N (·, ·). A successful balance
between colour and motion energy cues is fully dependent on individual er-
rors (or residuals). Therefore, our approach uses a democratic integration
method which is significantly different from [24], which mainly looked at
the coherence between the colour or orientation cue at two neighbouring in-
stances. We actually present a re-weighting scheme, where each feature/cue
is associated with a score based on the residual between the individual cues
and the average saliency value. We first compute the score at time t for each
cue, using the residual between the predicted location of each cue and the
final settlement of the fused cues. This residual is measured as an Euclidean
distance between the two centroids of the locations.
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Figure 4: The evolution of the cue weights for the proposed tracking algorithm. Upper
row: Red solid line - motion energy cue, and black dash line - colour cue. At frames 9
and 21, the motion energy cue share similar weights with the colour cue. In these frames,
the hand is actually overlaid over the face and hence the two cues equally contribute to
the estimation. At frames 17 and 26, the motion energy cue works well whilst the colour
cue becomes unreliable due to the distraction of the hand nearby. Lower row: Ellipse -
tracked targets, and rectangle - the regions used for computing motion energy.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the testing databases, and H - head sequences and P - pedes-
trian sequences.
Sequences Resolution Frame rates Descriptions
(fps)
H1-H4 128×96 25 Clutter, occlusion,
scale change
H5 320×240 25 Fast moving,
scale change
P1-P3 360×288 25 Clutter, occlusion,
scale change
If the evaluation period is too short, there may be insufficient historic
estimates that can be used to generate a good prediction. To cope with this
problem, we take into account a mean estimate of the residual measurements
ǫj,(t−l−1):(t−1) over the previous l image frames (in our experiments, l = 10).
Our approach does not apply extra computational efforts to the system.
In fact, it chooses optimal weights according to the historic estimates. The
score is then determined using a hyperbolic tangent function that is positive,
bounded and symmetric:
µj,t =
tanh(−c1
∑
ǫj,(t−l−1):(t−1)/l + c2) + 1
2
, (16)
where the slope c1 and the cut-off c2 are experimentally defined (c1 =
20 pixel−1 and c2 = 3). The weights used in Eq. (13) are dynamically
adapted through a leaky integrator:
ϕj,t = c3µj,t + (1− c3)
∑
ϕj,(t−l−1):(t−1)/l, (17)
where c3 is a scalar, which tunes the changing rate of ϕ according to indi-
vidual experimental environments [66] and can be statistically determined
in a training stage. We use the leaky integrator because (1) this integrator
is easy to be implemented, (2) it is based on temporal correlation and (3)
the integrator applies empirical and on-line estimator and therefore has cer-
tain capability to cope with noisy estimates. Without this leaky integrator,
the weights would not be properly updated. To constrain the distribution’s
defusion, we re-normalise ϕj,t and µj,t during the updating process.
In summary, to adaptively combine the measurements of colour and mo-
tion energy, we have the following process: (1) Eq. (16) is used to calculate
a reliability score µj,t, and the weight βj,t ∝ cwµj,t (subject to a scalar cw
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Algorithm 2 The proposed tracking algorithm.
1: Initialising the Particle Filter: Xt = X¯t = 0
2: for m = 1,...,M do
3: Sample state xmt ∼ p(xt|zt,xmt−1) using Eq. (11)
4: Weight Wmt = pj(zt|xmt ) by Eq. (5)
5: X¯t = X¯t+ < x
m
t ,W
m
t >
6: end for
7: for m = 1,...,M do
8: Draw i with probability Oi by Algorithm 1
9: Add xit to Xt
10: end for
11: Return Xt
experimentally determined). (2) Eq. (17) is used to calculate the scaling
factor λj,t, shown in Eq. (13). Algorithm 2 shows the proposed tracking
algorithm. Fig. 4 reveals the evolution of the color and motion energy cues.
It is noticed that in this example, despite severe occlusions, the proposed
integration scheme successfully assigns low weights to the cues which are
unreliable for tracking. For example, at frames 17 and 26, the colour of the
hands is quite similar to that of the face. In this circumstance, the weight of
the colour cue is zero and the weight of the motion energy cue is one, which
are computed using Eq. (16). At frame 20, where the face is occluded by the
hands, both the weights of the two cues equal to 0.5. This example clearly
shows that our system can handle the distraction problem in the presence
of occlusions.
3.5. Complexity analysis
In this subsection, the computational complexity of the proposed “SomePF”
tracker is discussed from a theoretical point of view. In a particle filter, there
are three major operations: particle generation, weight calculation and re-
sampling. Among these operations, resampling is more important than the
remainder as this is used to entail improved estimations by enhancing the ar-
eas of higher posterior probability. The convergence property of resampling
dominates the computational complexity of the particle filter.
Let the algorithm for random resampling be systematic resampling (SR).
Given the number of the particles used in the particle filter, the complexity
of the SR algorithm is O(max(Npf ,Mpf )), where Npf and Mpf are the input
and output numbers of the particles used in the resampling. On the other
hand, the net complexity of spatio-temporal motion energy computation is
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O(wmehme), where wme and hme are the dimensions of the image frame. As
a result, the computational complexity of the proposed “SomePF” tracking
system is approximately of O(max(Npf ,Mpf ) + wmehme). In our experi-
ments, the computation of motion energy takes 5-10% of the time cost of the
proposed “SomePF” tracker. For example, given 100 particles for the parti-
cle filtering scheme and a computer of Intel(R) Core(TM) 2.5GHz CPU, our
system can process 3 images per second in the Matlab environment, which
is similar to that of a classical particle filter based tracker.
4. Experimental work
4.1. Experimental set-up
The proposed tracking algorithm is evaluated using a database consist-
ing of eight videos, each of which has one or more subjects. Four videos
with human faces come from a publicly accessible dataset (http://www.
ces.clemson.edu/~stb/research/headtracker/), and the remainder is a
part of an in-house dataset [24]. In all the test sequences, the illumination
conditions continuously change. For convenience, we tabulate the character-
istics of the testing dataset in Table 1, and exemplar images of each video
are illustrated in Fig. 5.
Our fusion based tracking algorithm (“SomePF”) is compared against
(1) colour based particle filtering (“CPF”), (2) fusion of colour and shape
based tracker (“CEPF”), where a shape is represented by an edge histogram
and the fusion outcome Of is subject to a fixed weight ω: Of = ωhcolour +
(1 − ω)hshape (in the experiments ω is set to be 0.5), (3) spatial-temporal
motion energy based particle filtering (“SPF”) without colour elements, (4)
incremental visual tracking (“IVT”) [11], and (5) on-line multiple instance
learning based tracking (“MilTrack”) [67].
The entire evaluation consists of performance comparisons in the cases
of distractions, occlusions, illumination changes and scaling. To ensure the
experimental consistency, we run each experiment for 20 times, and the final
statistics are the average values obtained over these 20 trials. To analyse the
results, we use a score ǫ that describes the 2-D Euclidean distance between
the detected position and the ground truth. The less the distance is, the
better performance the system achieves. Since we focus on the case of single
objects, there will not be any opportunity for identity switches. The score
ǫ contains means and deviations.
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Figure 5: Image samples of the eight test videos. Row 1: four sequences with faces (H1-
H4); row 2: 2nd one is a sequence with faces (H5) and the remainder are pedestrian
sequences (P1-P3).
4.2. Performance comparison
First of all, we summarise the general performance of all the tracking
approaches involved in the comparison and illustrate the statistical results
in Fig. 6. In spite of occlusions and scale/illumination changes, the proposed
“SomePF” algorithm has less errors than the other three algorithms. The
proposed fusion based algorithm has sufficient capabilities to handle the case
of occlusions and scale changes. This is because the “SomePF” approach
takes the advantage of combining colour and motion energy cues: when
one of them becomes unstable, the other one is used to provide reliable
observations. We also observe that the outcomes of “CEPF” has better
accuracy than “CPF”. This attributes to the fact that the shape information
used in “CEPF” helps generating discriminative distributions, which allow
us to separate the target from its background. Both “IVT” and “MilTrack”
better perform than the other methods except “SomePF”. SPF has similar
performance to CEPF in most of the video sequences.
We now take a closer look at the tracking results of different approaches.
In the face tracking scenarios (F1-F5), each subject has her/his pose changed
all the time. This results in a certain challenge for all the trackers, as it be-
comes very difficult to predict the direction of the faces. For example, Fig.
7 illustrates the tracking results of sequence “H2” using the aforementioned
approaches. It clearly shows that at frames 171 and 243 where the sub-
ject’s head turns around, the three classical approaches “CPR”, “CEPR”
and “SPF” experience larger errors than the proposed “SomePF” algorithm.
This is mainly due to the fact that “CPR”, “CEPR” and “SPF” lose con-
sistent observations of colour and motion cues and hence the particles in
the trackers gradually drifts away. The motion trajectories generated by
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Figure 6: Error statistics ǫ in the comparison of different algorithms CPF, CEPF, SPF,
SomePF, IVT and MilTrack (left to right) for the eight testing sequences. Error bars
indicate standard deviations.
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these trackers show the consequence. In Fig. 8, the case is much different
from Fig. 7. At frame 54, all the “CPR”, “CEPR” and “SPR” trackers are
distracted by the face of the third party. However, the proposed “SomePF”
tracker correctly localises the object, as the detected motion energy feature
has been used as a representative descriptor for image correspondence in
this case.
#131 #155 #171 #243
Figure 7: Examples of object tracking using different tracking algorithms for sequence
“H2”. Row 1 - “CPF”, row 2 - “CEPF”, row 3 - “SPF” and row 4 - “SomePF”. Red
circles indicate the tracks and yellow curves are the motion trajectories (and hereafter).
In the pedestrian scenarios P1-P3, human body is of flexible motion and
therefore a tracker easily loses tracks due to self and/or mutual occlusions.
In this subsection, we use two examples to demonstrate the performance of
these trackers. Firstly, we look at the case shown in Fig. 9. In this scene, two
persons repeatedly run across each other in the chamber. We expect to track
the person who wears a red jacket. Due to the pose changes, the classical
“CPR”, “CEPR” and “SPF” trackers cannot obtain accurate locations of
the target at frames 179 and 195. Comparably, the proposed “SomePF”
scheme correctly locates the target because of the slow change occurring in
the colour/motion energy features. Secondly, Fig. 10 illustrates the tracking
results for a male pedestrian walking in a classroom. During the trial, the
target hides himself behind a barrier. This experiment results in large scaling
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#9 #24 #41 #54
Figure 8: Examples of object tracking using different tracking algorithms for sequence
“H4”.
and pose changes of the target. Similar to the previous pedestrian case, the
proposed “SomePF” approach has better performance than the other three
algorithms, as motion energy and colour features complement each other
and overcome the track drifts.
4.3. Distractions and occlusions
In this subsection, we mainly discuss about the capabilities of different
algorithms in handling distractions and occlusions. We start from the case
of distractions due to neighbouring subjects. Here, our attention is to inves-
tigate color/edge/motion energy histograms and their characteristics using
the aforementioned tracking algorithms.
As an example, Fig. 11 illustrates the intermediate results of different
tracking algorithms. In this case, the third party gradually leaves the neigh-
bourhood of the target subject. We introduce experimental results such as
distributed particles, bar charts of edge and motion energy features of the
facial areas. Fig. 11 denotes that (1) the classical “CPF” is reluctant to cope
with the distraction problem as the tracks are attracted to the neighbouring
faces with similar colors, and (2) both edge and motion energy features can
be used as an effective tool to contend the distractions. These results can be
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#98 #146 #179 #195
Figure 9: Examples of object tracking using different tracking algorithms for sequence
“P1”.
found on rows 2 and 3 of Fig. 11. They justify the consistent performance
of the edge and motion energy based approaches.
In the case of occlusions, for the demonstrative purpose, we show color,
edge and motion energy changes against time. Performance of the proposed
tracking system, shown in Fig. 12, reveals that as another face moves into
the scene, color and edge distributions accordingly change. We also observe
that motion energy features are affected modestly (significant changes occur
in the last image though).
4.4. Illumination changes and scaling
We here evaluate the performance of different tracking algorithms in il-
lumination changes and image scaling. Each tracking system has to make
significant efforts to accommodate lighting or size changes. In Fig. 13, we
show an example out of video H5, where the subject continuously makes
lateral, forward and backward moves that accompany various lighting con-
ditions and scaled facial areas. Note that all the trackers are re-initialised at
frame 309 for a fair comparison. These experimental results show that the
proposed “SomePF” achieves the best tracking performance but the other
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#60 #197 #263 #488
Figure 10: Examples of object tracking using different tracking algorithms for sequence
“P3”.
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Figure 11: Distractions due to the subjects nearby: outcomes of several tracking algo-
rithms for sequence “H4”. Row 1 - “CPF” (red circles indicate the tracks whilst green
additions are the centres of particles), row 2 - bar charts of edge features of the frontal
face of the male subject (indicating the appearance change), and row 3 - bar charts of
spatial-temporal motion energy features of the frontal face of the male subject.
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#450 #451 #452 #453
Figure 12: Occlusions: outcomes of our algorithm applied to the detected parts in sequence
“H2”. Row 1 - original images with the detected parts shown on the top right corner, row
2 - RGB distributions of the detected region, row 3 - Canny edge maps of the female’s
facial area, and row 4 - spatial-temporal motion energy features of the female’s facial area.
Better viewed in colour.
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#309 #310 #311 #312
Figure 13: Illumination changes and scaling: outcomes of different tracking algorithms for
sequence “H5”. Row 1 - “CPF”, row 2 - “CEPF”, row 3 - “SPF” and row 4 - “SomePF”.
classical methods gradually lose the target. For example, the “SPF” ap-
proach obtains the tracks located on the top of the target region. This is
because the motion energy of the facial area is similar to that of the wall,
which pushes the estimated location towards the upper boundary.
4.5. Comparison against “IVT” and “MilTrack”
“IVT” and “MilTrack” are two typical examples that were well developed
in the last few years. Because of their elegant performance, these trackers
have been frequently used in comparison against newly established tracking
systems. In this subsection, we compare the proposed algorithm with “IVT”
and “MilTrack”. For example, Fig. 14 shows the errors (Euclidean distance
between the tracks and the ground truth) of individual tracking algorithms
for sequence “H1”. Fig. 15 illustrates some image examples superimposed
by the tracks using the proposed “SomePF” and classical “IVT” and “Mil-
Track” for the image sequence “H1”. As observed, our “SomePF” algorithm
has the capability of continuously tracking and quickly reacquiring the tar-
gets. Comparably, both “IVT” and “MilTrack” trackers lose the targets in
images 17 and 34, respectively.
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Figure 14: Euclidean distance between the tracks and the ground truth using different
tracking algorithms for sequence “H1”.
#1 #7 #11 #17 #34
Figure 15: Comparisons of different tracking algorithms for sequence “H1”. Red -
“SomePF”, green - “MilTrack”, purple - “IVT”. Better viewed in color.
4.6. Comparison against the trackers of [24] and [45]
In the subsection, we compare our method “SomePF” against two state
of the art techniques, which have been reported in [24] and [45], respectively.
Initialisations were set to these methods and the parameters of these meth-
ods were adjusted to obtain the best performance individually. To explore
the the characteristics of each method, we use the test datasets created by
Kwon and Lee [45], which consist of skating1, soccer, ironman and matrix
with severe illumination, viewpoint changes, occlusions and motion blurs.
Table 2 shows the centre location errors in pixels of each algorithm for
all the image sequences. This illustrates that the proposed tracking algo-
rithm “SomePF” has achieved comparable or better performance than the
other two methods in most of the image sequences. Our “SomePF” sys-
tem employs the features that can be used to boost each other to handle
different levels of noise, occlusions and illumination changes, where motion
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#8 #26 #56 #69
Figure 16: Comparisons of different tracking algorithms for the challenging matrix se-
quence. Red - “SomePF”, green - [24], white - [45]. Better viewed in color.
energy is used to complement the failure of color detection. The tracker
of [24] achieves good performance in the ironman and matrix sequences
but cannot maintain consistent tracking performance in the skating1 and
soccer sequences, as its orientation estimations seem to be affected by the
noise buried in the images. This tabulation also shows that the tracker of
[45] has consistent performance throughout the entire dataset. As an exam-
ple, Fig. 16 illustrates the tracking performance of different trackers for the
matrix sequence, where the proposed “SomePF” tracker has better tracking
performance than the others.
5. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have presented a particle filter based tracking algorithm
that integrates measurements from colour and spatio-temporal motion en-
ergy components. In order to maintain the performance of a tracker in the
presence of illumination changes and occlusions, we calculated the distri-
bution of motion energy within each single particle. Since motion energy
reflects the dynamic characteristics of a target, our tracker, using this fea-
ture, has achieved robustness to illumination changes and temporal occlu-
sions. Afterwards, the colour and motion energy cues were adaptively fused
for updating the observations. The proposed strategy has been compared
Table 2: Comparison of tracking accuracy of our tracker “SomePF”, [24] and [45] against
the overall image sequences. We run these algorithms three times and average the results.
Seq. Image no. [24] [45] “SomePF”
skating1 400 16 10 11
soccer 392 34 27 25
ironman 166 21 19 17
matrix 100 18 16 14
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to five classical techniques, and the experimental results demonstrated that
the proposed approach had better accuracy than the other state of the art
techniques.
One of the major areas, which require our close attention in the next
stage, is the capability of tracking small objects using the proposed algo-
rithm. Up to date, we have observed that for indoors sequences, where
the cameras are 4-5 metres (or less) away from the subjects, the proposed
tracking algorithm seems to work well. In case the distance is larger than
8 metres, useful features can gradually fade out so that the correspondence
across image frames become unstable. Another area for us to work on is to
extend the case of tracking single subjects to that of matching multiple sub-
jects, which appears more challenging in terms of uncertainty and ambiguity.
In the future, we may investigate the integration of further global features
which demonstrate robust invariance against extreme circumstances, where
both colour and motion energy cues become unavailable.
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